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In the previous papers [1] and [2], we have studied conditions under which
every maximal submodule of a finite direct sum D of certain hollow modules
over a right artinian ring with 1 contains a non-zero direct summand of D.
The present objective is to generalize slightly Theorems 3 and 4 of [2] related
to the property mentioned above.

Throughout this paper, R will represent a right artinian ring with identity,
and every i?-module will be assumed to be a unitary right i?-module with finite
composition length. We denote the Jacobson radical and the length of a com-
position series of an i?-module M by J(M) and \M\, respectively. Occasionally,
we write J=J(R). If M has a unique maximal submodule J(M), M is called
hollow (local). When this is the case, M^eRjA for some primitive idempotent
e and a right ideal AmeR.

Let {iVi}J-i be a family of hollow modules, and D ^ Σ Θ Λ ^ . We are
interested in the following condition [1]:

(**) Every maximal submodule of D contains a non-zero direct summand of D.
As was claimed in [1], [2], whenever we study the conition (**), we may

restrict ourselves to the case where R is basic and Ni=eR/Ai for a fixed primitive
idempotent e and a right ideal A{ in eR. Now, let N=eR/A be a hollow module.

Put A=eReleJe = ^Re=EndR(NIJ(N))=EndR(eRleJ), and A(A) (=A(N))=
{x\x^eRe and xAdA} (see [2]). We denote by N(m) the direct sum of m
copies of N. Then Wm+l)=N(BN<m\ If M is a maximal submodule of iV(w)

then Nξ&M is a maximal submodule of JV(m+1). Thus we get a mapping θ(m)
of the isomorphism classes of maximal submodules in ΛΓ(m) into the isomorphism
classes of maximal submodules in JV(m+1).

Theorem 1 (cf. [3], Corollary 2 to Theorem 3). Let N=eR\A be a hollow
module. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

1) [A:A(A)]=k.
2) If m>k, every maximal submodule M in D=N(m) contains a submodule
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isomprphίc to N{m~k) but not to N(m~k+1). In this case, such a submodule of M is

a direct summand of D.

3) θ(i) is not epic for every i <k—l> but θ(j) is epic for every j >k.

Proof (cf. [2], the proof of Theorem 3).
l)->2). Put D=N™=D(k)®D\n)y where m=k+n, D(k) is the direct

sum of the first k copies of N and D\ri) the direct sum of the last n copies of N.
Let {I, δ2, •••, Bk} be a set of linearly independent elements in Δ over Δ(A).

Set βi=fii9 0, - , ?, 0, ••-, 0) in D(k), and M=ΣβiR+D\n)+J(D) in Z), where
ί = 2

% means the residue class of x in eR/A. Then M is a maximal submodule of
D. Suppose that Λf DΛfxθilfgφ —0M β 0Λf* and M^N for all i. Then

(a) M{φJ(D).

Actually, if not, N^MidJ(D)=DJy which is impossible. Since M^
Mi=pR and rR(p)={r^eR\pr=O}=A. Now let p = Σ βiyi+y+j> where
^•e^Λ?, y€ΞD'(n) and jG/(Z)). Then p = ( g δ.y,, j^ 2 , -., Λ, 0, - , δ)+

(0, δ, —,2*+!, •• ,^+«)+(/i,/ 2 , ~yJk+n), where z^eRe and y. Gς/. By the
structure of Z> and rR(p)=Ay (yi+ji)AciAy and ( Σ δ f ^ + j f J - ^ A Noting
that βi4=^4, we see that ^ G Δ ( i ) for 2<i<k, and Σ S j t GΔ( i ) . Therefore,

jt.—0 for 2 < / < ^ , since {I, δ2,
 β ,δA} is linearly independent. Hence

(β) «{M,)cJ{D{k)),

where π: D=D(k)(BD'(n)->D(k) is the projection. Let ps be the projection on
the s-th component of D=N^h+H\ Since Mx(tJ{D) and π{M1)c:J(D(k)), pj \ Mx

is an epimorphism for some j>k, say j=k-\-l, and hence an isomorphism for
M^N. Therefore

(7) 2) = Z)(*)0M 1 0Z) / (n-l) ,

where D\n)=N®D'(n—l). Now assume that D=Z)(Λ)0Λί 10Λί 80 0Λf,
©fl'(Λ-ί). Let πD'(n-s) be the projection of D onto D\n—s) in the above
decomposition. Suppose T Γ Z / ^ ^ M ^ O <=/(£'(/*-*)). Then πDωθD^n.s)(Ms+ι)
czJ(D) by (/3). On the other hand, O = M 5 + 1 n ( M 1 0 M 2 0 ••• 0Λf,) =
ker(7ri3(yfe)ΘZ)/(M-5)|Ms+1), so M s + 1 is monomorphic to a submodule in /(D), which
is impossible. Hence πD'(M-s)(Ms+1)(tJ(D'(n—s)), and so D=D(k)ξ&Mι®M2@
"*@Ms+ι@D'{n~s—\) by the above argument. Accordingly, q<n, and hence
M does not contain a submodule of D isomorphic to JV(M+1). Let M' be an
arbitrary maximal submodule of D. Then, by induction on m and [2], Theorem
2, M'=iV'<w-*>0M*, where N'**N.

2)-^l). Take m=k-{-ί. By (α) and the argument employed in proving
(7), we see that D contains a direct summand which is isomorphic to N. Hence
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[Δ: A(A)]=k by [2], Theorem 2.
l)^->3). In case θ(t) is epic, every maximal submodule M of JV(ί+1) contains

a direct summand Mx which is isomorphic to N. Then, by 2), Mι is also a direct
summand of N(t+1\ Hence θ(t) is epic if and only if N(t+l) satisfies (**), and
the equivalence of 1) and 3) is clear by [2], Theorem 3 (see Remark below).

In Theorem 1, we have studied a direct sum of isomorphic copies of a fixed
hollow module. Next, let Nι=eRjAι and N2 = eR\A2. If there exists an
epimorphism φ of Nx to N2 then we write NX>N2. Since φ is given by the
left-sided multiplication of a unit element x in eRe, we have xAιdA2, and
furthermore N1^eR/xA1. Hence, when we study the direct sum NxφN2 with

2, we may assume that AιdA2.

Theorem 2. Let {Ni^eRjAi}"^ be a family of hollow modules (n>2).

Assume that \AX\ > \A2\ > ••• > \An\. Then D=ΣΘNi satisfies (**) if and

only if, for any sequence {δ2, •••> SM} of n—1 elements in Δ, there exist an integer
t (2<t<ή) and y{(=A(At, A{) (2<i<t—ϊ) such that

Σ
I=2

Proof. We may assume that R is basic. Take the maximal submodule M

in D generated by βi=(^i) 0, •••, e, δ, •••, 0) (/=2, 3, •••, n). Then M contains
a direct summand Mx of Z), i.e., D=M1Q)D1 and M^Np for some^; Λfj_ is gen-
erated by α = Σ βiyiJrjf where y{€EeRe (yq&eje for some q) and yeJ(D).

Now, α = ( Σ S, y, H-/i, 3̂ 2+Λ> •'•> y*+Jn)- Assume that j ; n = j Λ _ 1 = . . . = j ; / + 1 = O

and JP ΦO. Let ^ be the projection of ΰ = Σ Θ ^ onto Nt. Then TTJMJ is
an epimorphism, so Mx>Nt. On the other hand, let π be the projection of
D=M1Q)D1 onto Mv We shall show that πt \ Mx is an isomorphism. Suppose,
to the contrary, that | Mλ \ > \ Nt \. Then, since \Nk\<\Nt\, π(Nk) (Zj(Mλ) for
k<ty and a=π(a)=π(Σ$iyi+Ji, 0, - , 0)+TT(O, 5 2 +/ 2 , 0, -(

), which is a contradiction. Hence Mi^Nt. Now, let 9?: eR->Mx be a
homomorphism given by setting <p(er)=aer. Then, since j>ί(ker φ) czAt and

t

I ̂ ΊI = l^ί i > w e have ker <p=y't~~1At, where j ί=.yί+j>. Hence (Σ δt<yf + 7 »

^ " ^ ^ - ^ l a n d {yi+jie)yft'ιAtciAi (2<i<t—ί). Conversely, assume the
above property. Let M be a maximal submodule of Z), and put D=D/J(D)Z)
M=MIJ(D). If M contains some eR\A{ then Mz^eR\Ai% Hence we may
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assume that ϋ f = Σ &12, where /3t =(δ., 0 , - , ^ 0 , - , 0 ) E M . By assumption,

there exists {y^zl such that Σ S/:v, +§/<ΞΔ(A> Ax) and j t GΔ(Λ, A ) (i>2).
i = 2 t-i / - i ~

We define a homomorphism θ: Nt->ΣΦNj by setting θ(x)=(CΣ%iyi+δt-\-j)x,
j=i »=2 t

3>2X,~ >3>t-vX)> where >Ge> and ( Σ δ ^ + δ̂  +j)AtdA1. Then Σ θ i V , ^

and
REMARK. If we put all A~A in Theorem 2, then we obtain [2], Theorem

2. Next, in [2], Theorem 3, we can take a set of linearly independent elements
Φ i, —, 5f ,,} in Δ over Δ(iVt ). Apply Theorem 2 for the set {5f y}f.i. Then
we obtain [2], Theorem 3, because A(Nh ΛΓ, )φO implies N^Nj.

The next is a dual to [3], Corollary to Theorem 4.

Corollary 1. Let Nλ and N2 be hollow modules. Assume that [Δ: Δ(iV2)]
=Λ<oo. Then Nx®Nφ satisfies (**) z/ αwJ only if NX>N2 or Nλ<N2.

Proof. Apply Theorem 2 to a basis {e, S2, •••, Bk} of Δ over
For two hollow modules Nλ and N2, we put Nι^^N2 when NX>N2 or

Given a family {eR/Aij^i of hollow modules, we set

D - Σ Θ eRjAi = Σ Θ βΛ/i4iy Θ Σ Θ eR/A2j® - Θ Σ Θ eR\Ami,
« = 1 y = l y = 2 y = l

where (eR\Aikr^eR\Aij for some k and /, and) eRIAikoθeRIA^j for all & and j
provided iΦi ' .

Corollary 2. L^ί D be as above. Then D satisfies (**) z/ αwrf o/zίy z/

Proof. If some A ^ Σ Θ ^ / Λ v satisfies (**), then so does D by [2],

Lemma 1. Next, we shall show that D does not satisfy (**) if none of Z)t does.
We may assume that \An\ ^Ai2>'-> \Aini\. Then there exists {δl2, St3, , ΰin.}
C Δ for which (#) never holds if n{>2. If D satisfies (**) then there exist Bt

and yh^A(Bt) BJ such that

(δ) Σ^Λ+εieΔφ,^),

whereBp is equal to some Aih \Bp\>\Bp+11 for all^), <Ŝ  is equal to some 8ij9 and
δ t l = ^ for all i. First, assume that Bt=Aik and B1=Aiv Since A(AΦ A^^)=0
for ίΦί ' , (δ) becomes

and ^ E A ( i ί , ί, ^4^), which is a contradiction. Next, assume that Bt = Aik

and β1=^4// ι for ί #=/'. Then (δ) becomes
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and yipGΔ(Aik9 Aip). But, eyiχ being in A(Aip, An)y we have a contradiction.
Therefore D does not satisfy (**).

Corollary 3. Let {Ni=eRIAi}f^i be a family of hollow modules (m>l).

Assume that [Δ: A(Ai)]=n for all i and AfDAj for i<j. If n<3 then Σ θ ^
satisfies (**).

Proof. If τz=l, this is clear by [2], Theorem 1. Assume n=2. If
A(A3i Aλ)^A(A3) then (#) holds trivially. So, we assume that A(A3, -42)=
Δ(Λ) Since A(A3)=A(A3, A1)'DA(A2y A1)ZDA(A2)1 we get A(A3)=A(A2)=
A(A2, Ax). In view of [Δ: A(A3)]==2, for any δ2, S3GΔwe can find z2, z3<=A(A3)
such that S2z2 + S3z3eΔ(^[3)=Δ043> Λ) and {z2, 0 3}ΐO. This shows that
{z2, z3} satisfies (#). Finally, assume that n=3. Let S2, §3 and S4 be elements
in Δ. First assume that A(A3)<£A(A37 Aλ). Then [Δ/Δ(Λ, AJ: A(A3)]< 1.
If S3 is in Δ(^3, Aj) then % holds trivially. So, assume that \&A(A3i AJ.
Then there exist jp3, Λ ^ Δ ( ^ 3 ) such that ^3y3+Bj4^A(A3y Ax) and {y3, J4> Ξ|ΞO.
Since j?4Φ0 by 53φΔ(i43, A,\ \y3yϊι + \ e Δ(Λ, A ) ^ Δ ( 4 A), and

Δ ^ , ^43). Hence (#) holds. Next, assume that Δ(^43) =
Then Δ(^43)=Δ(^2, A)=Δ(A), as in the case n=2. There exist

Λ, Λ, ΛeΔ(i4 s) such that S2^2 + S 3 J 3 + 5 4 Λ ^ A ( Λ ) c Δ ( ^ 3 , ^ ) c Δ ( Λ , A )
and {^,}^0. Now, by making use of a similar argument as above, we can
easily see that {y{} satisfies (if).

By making use of the above argument and Corollary 1, we can prove the
following corollary.

Corollary 4. Let iNi=eRIAi}T=ι be a family of hollow modules. Assume
that A{Ai)=A{A^ for all i and [A: A(A1)] = n. Then all the direct sums

Σ θ Tt with Ti isomorphic to some one in {iVJ satisfy (**) if and only if {Nά

is linearly ordered with respect to < .

EXAMPLE. Let k be a field and x an indeterminate. Let L=k(x), and
K=k(x5). Consider the ring

(L L V
\0 KJ

R

Put Λ-£=(0, K+Kx-i \-Kaί)<zenR (0</<3), and N^e^A^ Then
A1ZDA2Z^A3ZDA4 and A(Ai)=K. We can show directly the following facts:
Both iVΊθJVaθiV; and NX®N2®N4 satisfy (**). But, no direct sum N^Nj

j) satisfies (**) and neither N^N2®N3 nor Λ^ΘΛ^ΘΛ^ does. (Note that
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ι) = K+Kx+Kx?+Kx3 and A(A3, A1) =

t satisfies (**), but neither N^ nor M 5 ) does. If m>6 then

Σ " ! with N'i isomorphic to some one in {N{} satisfies (**). If we replace

K=k(x5) by k(x7), none of NίφNίφNί satisfies (**).
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